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Abstract

As part of an NSF Department Level Reform (DLR) grant, the civil and environmental engineering programs at the University of Vermont (UVM) incorporated systems thinking and a systems approach to engineering problem solving within their programs. A systems thinking approach regards social, environmental and economic factors as necessary components of the problem solution. Because it is a whole systems approach it also encompasses sustainability. We have integrated systems thinking in the following ways; 1) new material has been included into key courses (e.g. the first-year introductory and senior design courses), 2) a sequence of three related environmental and transportation systems courses have been included within the curricula (i.e., Introduction to Systems, Decision Making, and Modeling), and 3) service-learning (S-L) projects have been integrated into key required courses as a way of practicing a systems approach. This culminates in the senior design course in which many of the projects specifically focus on sustainability. A variety of assessment methods have been implemented as part of our reform including student surveys, focus groups, faculty interviews, and assessment of student work. We specifically designed a survey tool that addressed sustainability understanding (both open ended and Likert scale). The survey was given to first-year first semester (FYFS) civil and environmental engineering students, FYFS environmental science students, and senior civil and environmental engineering students. Approximately 50% of the incoming civil and environmental engineering students could not define or give reasonable examples of what sustainability means, while their counterparts in environmental science showed that almost 100% could provide a good definition and provide reasonable examples of sustainability. However, by the end of the introductory course in engineering, the majority of the engineering students had a good working definition of sustainability and examples. Female students in both groups showed a statistically significantly higher interest in learning about sustainability than their male counterparts.

DLR Reform

The goal of our NSF-sponsored Department Level Reform (DLR) grant was to incorporate a systems approach to engineering problem solving within the civil and environmental engineering programs. The reform was motivated by numerous reports and papers written in the past ten or so years on the needs for the engineering education for the 21st century (e.g. NAE 2004, 2005; NSB 2007; Duderstadt 2008; ASCE 2006, 2008), which promote inclusion of sustainable practices, a systems approach and inquiry-based learning in engineering curricula among other things. A systems approach challenges engineers to incorporate environmental, social, and economic considerations, as well as technical aspects within engineering solutions. Likewise, definitions of sustainability often suggest a more holistic approach to problem solving that includes the triple bottom line (i.e., economic viability, and social and ecological justice). Ashford (2004) discussed major challenges to engineering education in relation to sustainable
development. With this overarching theme, our reform has taken a multi-pronged approach in two main areas that include implementing: a) a sequence of three systems courses related to environmental and transportation systems that introduce systems thinking, sustainability, systems analysis and modeling; and b) service-learning (SL) projects as a means of practicing the systems approach. Details of this reform can be found in Dewoolkar et al., (2009a, b, and one in revision), Hayden et al., (in revision), Lathem et al., (in revision) as well as our website: www.uvm.edu/~sysedcee.

The creation of three interconnected systems courses was critical for our reform. These courses incorporate fundamentals of engineering economics, environmental engineering and transportation engineering within a systems thinking framework. The first introductory systems course introduces systems thinking, growth, feedback loops, limits to growth, basic engineering economics and environmental engineering. The second systems course in decision making builds on the first, while introducing transportation engineering systems, and environmental and social impacts of transportation systems. The third course builds on fundamentals and attempts to tie various issues together from a systems modeling approach (Hayden et al., in revision).

Systems modeling helps create awareness that systems exist (and can be identified) in the interactions among people, economic forces and environmental responses. As a result, it unifies subjects that existed independently in our engineering curricula. In the third systems course, modeling skills and the use of behavior-over-time graphs, stock/flow diagrams, and causal loops to assist in developing a causal viewpoint and sustainable outlook to engineering applications are developed. The act of trying to model a system forces recognition that the system’s structure generates its behavior; and it allows students to observe patterns and trends (via graphical interface) as the system changes over time (isesystems 2004). The hope is that improved understanding of these system patterns (and often the unintended emergent consequences) will help students consider engineering design-related issues more fully, and resist the urge to come to a quick conclusion thus develop long-term sustainable thinking.

Our SL projects are good examples of inquiry-based learning that allow students to emphasize research and learning in areas of most interest to them (i.e., inquiry-based). The SL projects address real-world open-ended problems and emphasize academic and intellectual development, civic engagement, and personal/interpersonal skills for the student while providing a meaningful service to the community partner. Examples of sustainability in the SL projects within required courses at different levels are given below.

**Science Center Prototype Exhibits and Presentations:** First-year students conducted research, designed and built exhibit prototypes and presented their projects in a public forum for ECHO (Lake Champlain Science Museum) that focused on engineering and sustainability issues related to the Lake.
**Stormwater Bioretention Facility:** Sophomore students learned about low impact design, develop IT skills, and considered economics in decision making as related to the possible introduction of a “raingarden” near one of UVM’s parking lots.

**Mentoring Children using Biomimicry Projects:** Teams of juniors worked with local homeschooled (K-12) children to create innovative solutions to problems of mobility, while using the fun and inspiration of biomimicry.

**Low Impact Design using Green Roofs and Porous Pavement:** Seniors worked in teams to design solutions to stormwater runoff for Burlington (with a combined (sanitary + stormwater) sewer system) in the senior capstone design course. They analyzed stormwater runoff in parts of Burlington to determine impact on wastewater treatment plant capacity, performed structural analysis of building to determine feasibility of adding the additional weight of a green roof, and the impact of including porous pavement in the city.

**Sustainability Survey**

We designed a survey tool that asked students questions related to sustainability understanding (both open ended and using a Likert scale). The survey was given to first-year first semester (FYFS) civil and environmental engineering students in the introductory civil and environmental engineering class, FYFS environmental science students in their introductory course, civil and environmental engineering students (in the senior capstone design class), and an upper level/graduate elective course in sustainable water and waste systems.

Open ended questions included; 1) define sustainability, 2) describe sustainable practices, and 3) give examples of your sustainable practices. These were evaluated in the following manner. Students who could not define sustainability nor provide examples that were meaningful were given a 0 (no understanding). Students who could not define sustainability but could define some types of sustainable practices were awarded a 1 (some understanding). Student who could provide a reasonable definition related to environmental impact or resource impact and meaningful examples were awarded a 2 (environmental understanding), students who could provide a reasonable definition that included one of the other key factors used in the triple bottom line approach (e.g. social impact or economic viability) were awarded a 3s (social) and 3e (economic). If they gave a triple bottom line type answer they were awarded a 4. If students could articulate either through examples or in the definition a more holistic belief (true believers which was subjective) they were awarded a +. Sustainability “experts” from the UVM Office of Sustainability are evaluating these responses without knowledge of the group they were evaluating to verify our own analysis.

Figure 1 shows the results of FYFS students in engineering (pre and post the introductory class which covered sustainability topics), FYFS students in environmental science, senior civil and environmental engineering students and the graduate class. Student responses of 2 and higher were combined for ease of viewing, although almost all first-year (pre) and senior engineering students could only articulate environmental understanding. It was not surprising that the seniors and graduate students in the sustainable water and waste systems course had the greatest overall understanding of sustainability as well as being the most committed to sustainable practices. For
example, 21 out of 24 students in the elective course received the “+” rating (88%), as compared to 3% for the senior engineering course, and 4% for the FYFS environmental science students.

Overall, the environmental science students showed a greater understanding of sustainability than their engineering counterparts even as compared to the results (post) at the end of the civil and environmental introductory course. FYFS environmental science students also showed a statistically significant difference (Pearson’s test $0.0259 > \chi^2$) when compared to senior engineering students.

It is also interesting to note that the senior civil and environmental engineering students did not have a better grasp of the term sustainability than their freshman counterparts (post results) at the end of the freshman course as suggested by the survey responses. However, the survey questions related to defining sustainability may not necessarily measure the depth of understanding. This semester we are including additional assessment of our seniors by evaluating their reflection papers and report writing in the senior capstone class. This may provide more insight into their understanding of these important concepts.

However, it may be that these engineering students are not as interested in these issues as other aspects of engineering. For example, when students were asked to rate how important learning about sustainability was to them in their college education (very important, important, neutral, unimportant, and very unimportant), only 44% of the senior engineering students rated that as ‘very important,’ although over 97% of them rated it as either ‘important’ or ‘very important.’ For FYFS students, the ratings of learning about sustainability as ‘very important’ in their college education were much higher. For example; 75% of environmental science students, 69% of environmental engineering students, 61% of civil engineering students, and 56% of undecided engineering students rated sustainability as ‘very important.’ These findings support the conclusions of Azapagic et al. (2005) who noted that while students think sustainability is important there are significant knowledge gaps in their understanding.

Some of these differences may be attributed to the number of female students in the various programs since there were many more female students in environmental science (49.23%) than.

Figure 1. Results of open-ended responses dealing with student understanding of sustainability.
in engineering (21.11%). There was a significant statistical difference (Pearson’s test 0.0020>ChiSq) between male and female students in their interest in learning about sustainability, but no difference between female students in either science or engineering. The majority of female students (82%) in both science and engineering FYFS class rated learning about sustainability as ‘very important.’

Concluding Remarks

This paper presents initial assessment findings on differences in understanding sustainability between civil and environmental engineering students (FYFS and seniors after going through the curriculum reform) and FYFS environmental science students. Approximately 50% of the incoming civil and environmental engineering students in our program had limited knowledge of what sustainability was even though they thought it was important to learn about it. Their counterparts in environmental science showed that almost 100% could provide a good definition and provide reasonable examples of sustainability. By the end of the introductory course in engineering, the majority of the engineering students had a good working definition of sustainability and examples. Female students in both groups showed a statistically significantly higher interest in learning about sustainability than their male counterparts.
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